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Tiny racer nintendo switch

Size doesn't matter when your game isn't too hotThere really not much to comment on when talking about Tiny Racer. There is no character to the title, nothing unique in terms of rennee and the game feels bug-like and repetitive after the second race. It tries to be a simple micro-kart racer, but feels so unpolished and
flawed that the only way to fully enjoy this title is to lower your standards. The premise of Tiny Racer is exactly what it sounds like. You control a small breed-kart and race against opponents in 3-shot tracks. You can choose from several vehicles such as a police car, a truck, a sports car or a buggy, although none of
them have any properties that separate them. At first I was actually surprised how snappy the management felt. There is only a button to accelerate, a button to brake or drive in reverse and a respawn if you fall off the track. There's no way to float manually, but every angle you take has an automatic drift to it. That's
actually all there is to it. There are no power-ups, no shortcuts, no unique spin on the genre or game. It's just a micro racing game that does nothing good. The game falls apart the moment you hit another kart or take a turn, which should take you less than three seconds to experience. The physics is terrible, with karts
falling over each other as they chase down hills or drive ramps. Several times I accidentally drove off into the vigil and just flipped over. The only way to get out of that situation was to press the respawn button and get restored to an earlier position on the job. The AI doesn't offer much of a challenge either. During my
second race, all the AI kart landed on the side of the road after the first ramp and some didn't catch up for the rest of the race. There's nothing here to keep you engaged. You can try the multiplayer, but honestly I would recommend not having your friendship on the line with another player for this title. Mistakes also reign
supreme. Several times I got stuck because of driving over an elevated bit down the road and had to repay. Or how about the time I got on the pause button and the CPU actually kept on racing? What really bugged me was that the camera was always positioned in a slight downward position on your car. This means
that the depth of the field is so superficial that it becomes incredibly difficult to see what lies ahead of you. Most of the time you can only make turns correct through sheer memory, rather than actually being able to see the turn itself. It's all these elements together that show that Tiny Racer doesn't have identity. The UI is
bare-bones, none of the cars have any features that would entice me to use them and there's nothing during the races that makes the tracks stand out. In addition, each music track is a similar 5-second loop that keeps repeating all the time it is divin. Tiny Racer offers nothing you haven't seen before or does anything
special that requires you to play it. It feels like a game that was created in a week without any attention to details or a specific purpose in mind apart from 'let's make the cars small'. Honestly, it even failed in that respect. Nintendo was said to allow virtually anything on the Switch eShop these days and Tiny Racer has
reinforced that belief for me. The key to a good racing title is to ensure the driving mechanics are highly polished and tight. Unfortunately, Tiny Racer is the complete opposite, with an extremely loose handling of the cars. Within the opening five seconds of the race, it becomes obvious that these cars are a mess. AI cars
start ramming into each other, and rather than holding their ground, most if not all the cars end up turning out of control through the first corner. Sure, it can be funny for the first few moments it happens - but by the end of the first race, the draft is getting old and troublesome. Winning a tournament, let alone a single race,
depends solely on not being hit or stumped by the opponents, as well as not giving the game a reason to send the car off the track. Each track has obstacles there are to ruin the racing experience: from witches' hats to launch ramps, thrown in with the odd trick-corner to send all the cars off the road. Fortunately, Tiny
Racer does offer a respawn button to repair the car back on the track. Unfortunately, it's too difficult to catch up with the other cars on the track once the controlled car is at the back of the pack. Even trying to use respawn doesn't work most of the time, and often the car will repay on top of another car — or even under
another car. In other words, this button is redundant, and the best option after collapse is to undertake the game and restart the entire race... even on easy mode. While the intention was to probably make these cars look like the toy cars that were thrown around in most kids bedrooms - this concept probably would have
worked better if Tiny Racer was a stunt-driving game instead. Instead, the paperweight cars are so fragile that even accidentally hitting a traffic cone can air a car and send it out of the race. Most stages have ramps designed to showcase cool jumps in the next section of the race, but that mostly turns into a car junkyard
when all eight cars end up piling it onto the driveway and spinning all over the place for all the wrong reasons. Again, the idea of a game where cars can perform the 900 off a ramp sounds like something best saved for a stunt-based driving game, not a racing title. It's also a shame because the non-contact racing
aspects are good. Small Racer does not innovate the racing mechanics, instead opting for the simplicity of just accelerating, braking and twisting. There are no power-ups to slow down enemies or any other whimsical feature that is most children's racer. Instead, Tiny Racer becomes a confused experience: it looks like
it's trying to be a kids kart racer, though it's missing any of the fun features commonly found kart-racing titles. There are eight cars to choose from, but they just seem to be different skins on the same engine. For example, a Kombi Van can go just as fast as a sports car, with a lack of statistics or motor features to help
separate these vehicles from each other. Even if Tiny Racer wanted to be a racing game where the expectation wasn't based on winning, but rather just having fun and causing meltdowns and mayhem in sandbox tracks, then that would have been an improvement. Instead, there are only two tracks available from the
start - and the remaining thirteen tracks should be unlocked by winning tournaments that are increasing in trouble. Another great annoyance is that when racing, generally it's important to be able to see the track forward to expect the road curve somehow - or at least with a mini-card to keep up with the road. Instead, Tiny
Racer chooses to fade from the far track by diliging his focus - making it hard to see what's coming. As expected, this would lead to many collisions that could have been fun if they had been better implemented, and did not go drivers measures to restart the race instead. Winning these races with the above issues
involving the ragdoll cars and the useless respawn tool, and navigating these races becomes the complete opposite of what should be a racing title — fun. Beyond Tournament mode and Arcade racing, there's a multiplayer option to cater for other racers to compete locally against others. All the issues plashering the
game are all present for multiplayer - and Tiny Racer doesn't offer enough fun for this title to be deemed a hit for parties. Especially when sharing a console with Mario Kart 8, Tiny Racer needs to be much more polished with the collision detection, at least allowing for most races to be playable and fun. There are no
answers yet to this review. Why not be the first? It feels like a game that was created in about a week without any attention to details or a specific goal in mind apart from 'let's make the cars small'. Honestly, it even failed in that respect. Nintendo was said to allow virtually anything on the Switch eShop these days and
Tiny Racer has reinforced that belief for me. Read full review Tiny Racer is a bad game. The premise is a fairly uninspired circuit racer, its physics system is constantly failing and its design choices seem to suggest the developers knew the physics system wasn't working properly, and yet leaned into it. It has multiplayer,
so if your friend group goes out of their way to play Janky games, it might be worth a laugh about a beer or keg. But it's not memorably bad, rarely glitch your car so spectacular that it creates a response. Most of the time, you'll be placed perhaps interested in the bold course design, but also hope to play some better
racing game instead. All of this publication's reviews Read full review on Liam Doolan When he doesn't pay off a loan Tom Nook, Liam likes to report on the latest Nintendo news and admires his library of video games. His favorite Nintendo character was a guitar-playing dog, but these days he prefers to hang out with
Judd the cat. Staff Profile Twitter Reply Comments (42) Let a comment stick there, you need to sign up to post a comment... Comments...
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